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INTRODUCTION
The original concept of the MegaCryptoPolis decentralized city
builder game described in the White Book was successfully
implemented and launched in October 2018 to form what is
now called the “Macroeconomy” layer.

Since then thousands of buildings were constructed, over
$2’000’000 of game assets value traded, 4’500’000 views on
YouTube collected. Minimal land plot price on the secondary
market gained ~0.07 ETH (initially distributed for 0.01 ETH) and
maximum District bid reached 25 ETH.
MegaCryptoPolis conducted partnerships with industry leaders
(Dapper Labs, imToken, OpenSea), published a Macroeconomy
Report in cooperation with Dappradar and issued a limited
CryptoKitties Pets collection.
3D version of the MegaCryptoPolis was announced as the most
anticipated feature for further project development that will
add, besides significant visual improvements a whole new layer
of “Microeconomy” on top of existing gameplay.
MegaCryptoPolis 3D will allow players to rent buildings,
produce materials those are required by other buildings, create
new generations of citizens, offer services to other players,
place ads and drive cars, just to name a few. Less limits, multiblockchain support and extended controls for districts owners
will make the MegaCryptoPolis great again.
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Multi-Blockchain Support
MegaCryptoPolis 3D may feature new territories to be
appended to the gaming map during expansion on new
networks (like TRON). No new land plots will be created on the
existing gaming map (built on Ethereum blockchain). Ever.

We believe that will allow a wider adoption, faster operations
on some new chains and a more diversified gameplay.

All the Microeconomy assets are interoperable and will
be freely transferred between different blockchains.
That means one will be able to send Bricks produced on the
Ethereum part of the gaming map to be used on the TRON
network. That will be made possible thanks to Airports those
may imply additional costs with benefits for originating
blockchain in terms of commissions for the Global Fund.

Each blockchain will have its own Funds those will be
accounted in the blockchain’s native cryptocurrency.
There is no limitation for the number of accounts a player may
have within all blockchains. Moreover, it may even become a
part of a strategy for some players to diversify production and
trade between different networks.
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Micro and Macro Economics
There will be no actual division between Macro and Micro
economy logic in the game; however it is important to
understand the difference as only the Microeconomy assets are
interoperable.

Macroeconomy — core gameplay layer with districts and
land plots as immutable game assets forming the unique
landscape of the MegaCryptoPolis decentralized city.
Gaming map consists of land plots those are united into
Districts and belongs to a certain blockchain. Players can
construct buildings on the land plots and use them. District
owners govern the rules on their territory and are able to
collect taxes from every action within.

Microeconomy — a whole new layer of operations built
on top of the Macroeconomy representing dedicated
assets class (Citizens, Cars, Pets, Appliances and
Materials) to be featured in the MegaCryptoPolis 3D.
This will allow for a deeper gameplay implying lots of microtransactions happening on a daily basis with a significantly
lower entry barrier for new players.
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Besides Influence Points generation, every
building will have its unique new role in the
MegaCryptoPolis 3D Microeconomy:
Residential buildings will start producing Citizen
tokens those are required to maintain operations
in other buildings.
Offices will give Citizens jobs to earn Ether.
Commercial buildings will help Citizens restore
their Stamina and allow changing
an appearance for a small fee in Ether.
Municipal* building will receive insurance funds in
case of natural disaster in the district.
Industrial** will produce basic materials required
to construct new buildings.
Production buildings make complex materials
required to upgrade.
Energy** buildings constructed near resource
spots will produce Electricity and Water those are
required for other buildings to operate.
In order to operate under the Microeconomy concept a Citizen
is required to be appointed into a building. Citizens define the
overall performance of the building along with a number of
Influence Points a building have. Number of Citizens required
by a building to operate on the full power depends on the
building level and type.
* ― previously known as “Utility” buildings.
** ― there will be a shift in the building types due to changes for resource spots.
Read more about resources on the Materials section of the Book (Page 22).
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GAMEPLAY
Every asset in the MegaCryptoPolis is a cryptographically
unique ERC-721 token stored in a player’s wallet. Game logic
runs entirely on smart contracts with every action rendering a
verified transaction on the blockchain.

This document is mostly focused on the changes that the
MegaCryptoPolis 3D upgrade will bring. For the detailed
description of the Macroeconomy game assets: Districts, Land
Plots (Blocks of Lands) and trading please refer to the
MegaCryptoPolis White Book.
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Buildings
All constructed buildings will remain their level and location on
the MegaCryptoPolis gaming map. However, there will be a set
of new functions for every building depending on their type.

Residential

Modern House, Condominium, Villa
Residential buildings will be able to create new generations of
Citizen tokens. Offspring qualifications depend on a building
level, influence points and Citizens appointed to the building.
Certain building types have a bonus for certain qualifications:
Villas are best for Intelligence and Agility;
Modern House best for Charisma and Endurance;
Condominium best for Luck and Strength.
At least a couple of Citizens is required for a Level 1 Residential
building to operate in that manner. For higher levels it will be
always be a Maximum amount of Citizens (as described on the
Page 17) as the basic requirement for tokens production.
The higher the level is the higher is the chance for an offspring
to match best qualifications of all the Citizens appointed to this
building, combined. The lower the level is the more dispersion
and a less chance to get a good qualification is granted.
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Office

Business Center, Office Block
Office buildings will allow for collecting Ether from the Global
and Districts Funds on a regular basis.
Business Center works with the Global Fund;
Office Block gets the Districts Funds.
Amount of Ether to be received depends on the building’s
Influence Points and qualifications of Citizens appointed.

Commercial

Supermarket, Trade Center
Commercial buildings allows for instant restore of Citizens’
Stamina and appearance changes. Other players can use
services offered in the building on a pay-per-use basis – paying
a small fee in Ether transferred directly to Commercial
building’s owner wallet along with District and Federal Taxes. In
case a player restoring Stamina for his own Citizens it’s just
taxes to be paid.
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Maximum amount of Stamina points that can restored in a
Commercial building depends on the Building Level and
appointed Citizens qualifications.
Supermarket and Trade Center will have different sets of
haircut styles and clothes* selection for customers. Variety of
options for the Citizens appearance changing will depend on
the Influence points a building have.
* - to be featured in the “Avatar Mode”. Most likely, Supermarket will have all the hair styles
then (for Icon design) and Trade Center will be more specific on clothing (Avatar design).

Energy

Water Plant, Power Plant
Produces Water and Energy those are required for any other
building to maintain operations. These buildings can be
constructed only near a Resources Spot (see Page 14).

Amount of Electricity or Water produced by a building depends
on several factors:
Building’s Influence Points;
Land Plot’s Resources Abundance;
Appointed Citizens’ qualifications.
Energy buildings can operate only within 11x11 field around
Resource Spots. The higher the Resource Abundance
parameter of a land plot is (describes the distance from the
Resources Spot), the more resources will be produced.
Most likely, Electricity will be required to produce Water.
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Industrial

Smelter Plant, Mixing Plant
Produces Basic Materials: Wood, Stone, Metal and Sand.

Amount of resources depends on the building level. This type of
production will require a lot of Water and Electricity.

Production

Brickworks, Glassworks, Steelworks
Will allow for Complex Materials production that requires Basic
Materials as well as some Water and Electricity.
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Bricks production requires Wood and Stone;
Glass production requires Sand and Metal;
Steel production requires Metal and Stone.

Factory
Factory produces Appliances that requires a little Steel, Water
and Energy.

The power of Appliance produced by Factory is limited by
Factory level and depends on the Influence Points and
qualifications of Citizens appointed to the building.

Municipal

Hospital, Police, Fire Station
Insurance Fund is released in case of natural disaster in the
District. It is then distributed between all buildings of a certain
type depending on the type of disaster. District owner also
receives part of Insurance Fund.
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DEPRECIATED LIMITATIONS
The only factor that may have limited MegaCryptoPolis growth
so far was the building upgrade dependence on surrounding
buildings — that will be totally eliminated in Microeconomy, as
described on the 12–13 pages of the original MegaCryptoPolis
White Book:

Dependencies and requirements to be totally illuminated in the Microeconomy.

Resources will be the major requirement to update a building
to a maximum level. One can produce them in special buildings
or acquire on the open market from other players.
The only requirement left to construct a building will be for the
“Energy” buildings as their role is slightly adjusted for the
Microeconomy as described in the “Resources Abundance”
section.

RENTING A BUILDING
There will be an option to rent a building. Building owner sets
the daily rent price, minimum and maximum period for a
building to be available for rent. After someone pays the price,
the building can be used as described above.
Building will be rented without Citizens and Cars. Renter can
appoint his own Citizens and park his Cars to. Renter can’t
upgrade or modify a building as well as install or remove any
Appliances.
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RESOURCES ABUNDANCE
Every land plot around the Resources Spot will have its
Resources Abundance level depending on the distance from the
nearby Resources Spot.
Resources Abundance is one of the major factors defining the
amount of Electricity or Water a constructed Energy building
will produce. Building performance is also influenced by
qualification of Citizens appointed to the building as well as
amount of Influence Points a building possess.

Energy and Water will be required by almost every building to
operate in the Microeconomy that will makes them one of the
most wanted resources in the game.
Most importantly, players will be able to construct a building
right on the Resources Spot in the MCP3D that will grant the
maximum Resources Abundance possible.
IN THE EARLY DAYS, RESOURCES SPOT WAS THE MOST WANTED PEACE OF
LAND WHEN A NEW DISTRICT OPENS, MAINLY BECAUSE THAT DID NOT
REQUIRE A BUILDING TO BE CONSTRUCTED. IN THE MICROECONOMY, THEY
WILL BE THE MOST VALUABLE SOURCES FOR CONSUMABLE RESOURCES,
BUT WILL NO LONGER GENERATE INFLUENCE POINTS WITHOUT A
BUILDING.
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Citizens
Citizens are digital collectible tokens required to manage
operations in the MegaCryptoPolis 3D Microeconomy buildings.

Every Citizen has its unique genotype that defines appearance
and qualifications. More often than not, genotype is inherited
from parents.
Number of citizens that can be applied to a building vary from 1
to 20 depending on building’s level. For example, a couple of
Citizens will be enough for Level 1 building to perform on
maximum, but a Huge building may require up to 14 of them.
Any Citizen can be applied to any building. However, one will
perform better in a certain type of building, depending on
qualifications.
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QUALIFICATIONS
Citizens’ qualifications define their ability to perform better in a
certain type of building. Qualifications are given on birth and
can be boosted while pairing with a Pet.
Strength → primary for Industrial,
secondary for Production;
Endurance → primary for Energy,
secondary for Industrial;
Charisma → primary for
Commercial, secondary for Office;
Intelligence → primary for Office,
secondary for Municipal;
Agility → primary for Production,
secondary for Energy;
Luck → primary for Municipal,
secondary for Commercial.
Each qualification ranges from minimum of 1 up to maximum
of 10 points. Having at least one qualification with 8 points
makes Citizen a ”Top Manager”, 9 points - “Professional” and
10 points qualification grants an “Executive” badge. Citizen with
10 points in two qualifications in matching fields (like Strength
and Endurance for Industrial) adds a “Top Executive” title.


Manager ― all qualifications from 1 to 6 points;



Top Manager ― at least one qualification with 7-8 points.



Professional ― at least one qualification with 9 points.



Executive ― at least one 10-points qualification.



Top Executive ― at least two 10-points qualifications
within a matching field.

Qualifications determine salary in Offices, prices of services for
customers in Commercials, share of the insurance fund to be
received by Municipal building in the case of natural disaster,
amount of Materials to be produced in Industrial, Energy and
Production buildings.
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Primary qualification has the most impact on the building
performance with a secondary one being just as much
important. However, all other qualifications in their combined
average value also impacts the results.

GENIUS CITIZENS
Citizens featuring 3 or more qualifications with at least 8 points
are considered Genius. There are also unique Citizens those
can be obtained only during special events.

The most exclusive type of genius Citizen is an Astronaut with
all 10/10 qualifications. Only 10 Generation A Astronauts will be
created during the Microeconomy Pre-order event.

APPOINT A CITIZEN
Building starts its operation after the first Citizen is appointed.
Whenever a new configuration of Citizens is applied (ether by
appointing a new Citizen or releasing a Citizen from a building)
current production progress will be terminated and started all
over again (for Energy, Industrial and Production buildings).
Building Level
1
2
3
4
5
6 (Huge)
7 (Mega)

Minimum amount of
Citizens
1
3
5
7
9
11
15

Maximum amount
of Citizens
2
4
6
8
10
14
20

Please be informed that these values may undergo changes in the final release of the game.
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GENERATIONS
Generation affects Citizen’s Stamina that defines how long can
a Citizen work in a building before he will need a rest and how
much Citizen tokens in can produce during the lifetime.
Generation
A
B
C

Stamina
Points
~1000
~900
~800

G

~400

Amount of Citizen tokens it
will be able to produce
~50
~45
~35
…
~10
…

K

~50

0

Please be informed that these values may undergo changes in the final release of the game.

Citizen token can be created in Residential buildings. Every next
Citizen token created in the game will have the succeeding
number to the oldest Generation from all the citizens
appointed into a certain Residential building.
MAXIMUM OF 15 000 GENERATION A CITIZENS WILL BE CREATED DURING
THE MCP3D MICROECONOMY PRE-ORDER EVENT. THAT IS ROUGHLY ¼
FROM WHAT IS REQUIRED BY CURRENTLY CONSTRUCTED BUILDINGS TO
OPERATE

ON

THEIR

MAXIMUM

PERFORMANCE

UNDER

THE

MICROECONOMY CONCEPT. ALL GENERATION A CITIZENS COMES WITH
UNIQUE ALL-WHITE LOOK THAT IS AVAILABLE ONLY FOR THAT GENERATION.

That said it is always a good idea to have all the Citizens of the
same Generation with matching qualifications in the single
Residential building for better results.

STAMINA
Every operation in the Production, Industry and Energy
buildings slightly decreases Citizen’s Stamina as well as every
day in the Office, Municipal and that can be restored during
time or instantly for a small fee in a Commercial building.
Generation A Citizens will have the biggest Stamina while older
Generations may require restoration more often.
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CITIZEN AS CEO
Any citizen can be assigned as a CEO by a player, that
will make it player’s avatar icon to appear everywhere
near the player nickname or wallet address in the game
interface.

With the introduction of the “Avatar Mode” players will be able
to use Citizens to walk down the decentralized city streets.

Pets
Pets are collectible non-fungible tokens those are created
during special events and promotions. Pairing a Citizen with a
Pet boosts Citizen’s qualification. Pet tokens can’t be created or
changed in the game.
THE MOST PETS WERE DISTRIBUTED DURING THE
MICROECONOMY ASSETS PREORDER EVENT WITH
QUALIFICATIONS BOOST AS FOLLOWS:

• Mastiff — Strength
• Whippet — Endurance
• Bulldog — Charisma
• Parrot — Intelligence
• Labrador — Agility
• Korgi — Luck
THERE IS ALSO LIMITED AMOUNT OF EXCLUSIVE PETS SERIES:
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•

Lions – to celebrate the 1st Year Anniversary of the game,

•

Kitties – issued during the CryptoKitties collaboration,

•

Turtles – in celebration of partnership with the OpenSea.

Vehicles
Vehicles reduce Citizens’ Stamina consumption in the building.
That means less restoration required by Citizens for more
operations and more effectiveness in the building. Cars and
Helicopters are visible on the gaming map. For the “Avatar
Mode” players will be able to use them to drive the city streets.

CARS

Different types of Cars suits different types of buildings:
Building Type
Residential
Commercial
Municipal – Police Station
Municipal – Hospital
Municipal – Fire Station
Production
Energy
Offices
Industry

Cars
Pickup, Hatchback
Ice Truck, Food Truck
Police,
Ambulance
Fire
Container Lorry, Box Lorry
Cargo Lorry, Bus
Sedan, Coupe
Wagon, Van

HELICOPTERS

Helicopters are super vehicles with the most benefit to Stamina
redemption. They can be applied only on Huge (Level 6) and
Mega (Level 7) buildings and have no restriction on the type of
the building to be applied to. Only one Helicopter can be
applied to a building.
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The number of Cars to be parked near the building depends on
the building level:
Building Level
1
2
3
4
5
6 (Huge)
7 (Mega)

Number of Cars
1
1
Up to 2
Up to 2
Up to 2
Up to 3 + 1 Helicopter
Up to 3 + 1 Helicopter

Please be informed that these values may undergo changes in the final release of the game.

There will be Car Plant building that will allow for making Car
tokens inside the game. Most likely, this production will require
a lot of Energy, Water and Steel.

Appliances
Pieces of hardware those can increase building performance
with a permanent bonus to Influence Points. There is a limit on
a number of Appliances that can be installed on one building.
Leveling up the building will demolish all the Appliances
installed. Most Appliances can be produced in the Factory
building. Every Appliance is an ERC-721 token that is burned
while installed on the building.

Appliance
Satellite
Air Conditioner
CCV
Wi-Fi Router
Fire Alarm
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Influence Bonus
2.5%
2%
1.5%
1%
0.5%

Materials
Materials are required to construct and upgrade a building.
Complex Materials are produced from Basic ones. Any
operation in a building (like materials production or service
offering) will require Consumables (Electricity and Water).

Basic Materials

Wood

Stone

Complex Materials

Consumables

Brick

Water

Glass

Electricity

Sand
Steel
Metal

One can produce Materials in buildings of a certain type or
acquire them on the open market from other players.
Produced resources are kept on players’ balances those can be
topped up by materials supplies found in the preorder Packs.
Any resource can be wrapped in a material supply to be freely
traded then on the internal market or external exchange in the
form of ERC-721 token. Supplies can be also transferred to
other chains just like any other Microeconomy token.
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Packs
In order to incentivize the Microeconomy a very limited supply
of game assets was distributed during MegaCryptoPolis 3D Preorder event presented in Packs.

Microeconomy Packs are containers with game assets those are
not produced in the game, initially distributed during the preorder event. A pack shall be opened for game assets to be
revealed.
Every Pack is an ERCC-721 token that can be transferred or
traded independently. That said, some packs acquired during
the event may be opened the same day and still circulation on
the second market even after the final official Pack was minted.
THERE WERE 4 TYPES OF PACKS AVAILABLE DURING LIMITED PRE-ORDER:

Local Pack (3 Items)
•

At least 1 Generation A Citizen: Manager

•

(all qualifications under 7 points) or better;

•

2 Random Items*

Urban Pack (5 Items)
•

1 Generation A Citizen: Top Manager or better

•

(at least one qualification with 7 points);

•

1 Appliances Token;

•

3 Random Items*

Mayor Pack (7 Items)
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•

1 Generation A Citizen: Professional or better

•

(at least one qualification with 9 points);

•

1 Pet Token;

•

5 Random Items*

Federal Pack (10 Items)
•

1 Generation A Citizen: Executive or better

•

(at least one qualification with 10 points);

•

1 Car Token;

•

1 Pet Token;

•

7 Random Items*

* — Citizens, Cars, Pets, Appliances, Resource Supplies.

Miscellaneous
BUDGETING
Microeconomy will feature increased periods for the Funds
distribution. Most likely it will be around 90-365 days for the
Global Fund and 30-90 days for the Districts Funds (as set by
the district owner).

WEATHER FORECAST
Weather in the decentralized city is defined by Influence Points
changes throughout different Districts. Weather data analytics
allows to forecast in which District and what type of a Natural
Disaster may happen that will lead to the distribution of
insurance Funds.

TRADING
Every Microeconomy game asset is an ERC-721 crypto token
minted on the blockchain and stored in the player’s wallet. It
can be freely traded on the internal market or external
exchanges (like OpenSea).
Macroeconomy assets (Districts and Land Plots) will be listed on
the OpenSea prior to the MegaCryptoPolis 3D launch.
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TAXATION
Almost every operation in the Microeconomy is due to Taxes
payment to the Federal and District’s Funds that is paid in the
original blockchain cryptocurrency.
That said, every time a player constructs or upgrades a building,
collects produced Materials, Appliances or Citizen tokens,
claims a service in a Commercial building or collects income in
Office or Municipal building will transfer a small amount of
Ether (or TRX, etc.) directly to the Funds of certain network with
a small commission for the District owner and MCP Team.
These Funds will be then distributed between Office buildings
and occasionally (in the case of a Natural Disaster in a certain
District) Municipal buildings.
Most importantly, an average amount of cryptocurrency
required to construct and upgrade

a

building

in

the

Microeconomy will be significantly lower than in the current
version of the game, as Materials will be involved instead.
Amount of Taxes to be paid will be defined by Districts’ owners.
That way each District may have its own policy on actions
performed on its territory. Some Districts may specialize on
resources production and give no space for Residential and
Commercial properties the same time some others will host the
most convenient conditions for workers to have a rest.
District owners will not be able to influence trading operations
as most of them may happen on external exchanges and there
is no way we can control these transfers for an additional
commission to any third party. From the other hand, every land
plot sold on the internal marketplace will grant a small
commission for the District owner.
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District Owner’s Control Panel
District owner will be able to set up conditions for different
types of buildings to operate on District’s land plots:
General Tax – for construction and upgrading buildings;
Consumables Tax – for producing Energy and Water
Production Tax for producing simple and complex
resources and Factories;
Residential Tax (on every new Citizen produced);
Commercial Tax – for every action requested in the
Commercial buildings;
Initial price for land plots in the District;
District’s Fund distribution period – part of the District Fund
to be distributed on a daily basis (from 1/30 to 1/90);
Insurance Commission – part of the District’s Fund to be
allocated during the natural disaster.
Taxes will define the price for every operation within a District
from acquiring a land plot and constructing a building to
producing materials and new Citizen tokens.
The lower the taxation level is the more players will be willing to
develop certain type of activities in the District, the less income
a District owner (as well as Office and Municipal building
owners) will be able to receive and vice versa.

Taxation conditions can be changed by a District owner
only once in 30 days.
In addition to abovementioned taxes and Funds received by the
District owner in the case of Natural Disaster, there will be also
an option to brand all the District’s billboards and Taxis with
some graphics to receive additional income for selling this to
advertisers.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Microeconomy is just an example of how an
existing MegaCryptoPolis 3D ecosystem can
be organically used to invent a new layer of
gameplay on top of existing assets.
WE ASSUME THERE CAN BE A NUMBER OF NEW LAYERS
INTRODUCED OVER TIME. FOR EXAMPLE, A WHOLE NEW
SETTING FOR BUILDING DESIGN, KIND OF MAFIA WARS TO
TAKE CONTROL OVER THE LAND PLOTS

UTILIZING

CITIZENS AS GANGSTERS OR A RACING GAME IN A CYBERPUNK SETTING.

FOLLOWING IS THE LIST OF THE MOST
ANTICIPATED WAYS FOR FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT OF THE
MEGACRYPTOPOLIS.
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Advertisement
Brand your building or an entire District in
the MegaCryptoPolis 3D decentralized city.

BRAND A BUILDING
Microeconomy will allow for placing ads on
the Office and Commercial buildings (only
Huge and Mega — 6 and 7 levels). With a
help of the special marketplace, advertisers
will be able to book space ads places for a
certain period using cryptocurrency.
Most likely, MegaCryptoPolis team will
moderate all the images placed on the ads
to keep the city landscape clean.

BRANDING A DISTRICT
District owners will be provided with an option to place ads on
all billboards and taxi cabs driving around the streets.

Digital Art
Customize an appearance of your property with digital art in
the form of graffiti on the walls of your buildings. May not
actually impact a building performance, though will bring some
fun on the streets of the decentralized city for sure.
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Avatar Mode

Walking down the streets of the decentralized city and
communicating

with

other

players

using

your

unique

customized avatar. That mode will also allow using your Car or
a Helicopter to discover the city. Managing your properties may
be so fun when done manually with your avatar on the streets.

Mobile Application
The most convenient way to play the MegaCryptoPolis on the
mobile phone with the help of dedicated application available
in the appstores to help you create a wallet and manage all the
in-game assets easily.

Boats
Ever dreamt of throwing a party for your Citizens on the boat
near the District 43 seashore? That may become real one day.

VR
We are still investigating an opportunity to make an “Avatar
Mode” available in the virtual reality as well.
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DISCLAIMER
IMPORTANT INFORMATION! PLEASE READ THIS
INFORMATION CAREFULLY AND IN ITS ENTIRETY!
THIS DOCUMENT IS OF A DESCRIPTIVE NATURE ONLY AND NOT
BINDING. THERE IS NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, THAT THIS
FUNCTIONALITY WILL BE DEVELOPED OR RELEASED. MEGACRYPTOPOLIS
GAME IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. USE THIS SOFTWARE ON YOUR
OWN RISK.
1. DESCRIBED FEATURES MAY NOT BE RELEASED.
2. PRODUCT MAY CEASE TO EXIST.
3. NOT AN INVESTMENT / SECURITIES OR SWAP. GAME ASSETS HAVE NO
RIGHTS, USES, PURPOSE, ATTRIBUTES, FUNCTIONALITIES OR FEATURES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY USES,
PURPOSE

OR

ATTRIBUTES.

GAME

ASSETS

MAY

HAVE

NO

VALUE,

FUNCTIONALITIES OR FEATURES.
4. PRODUCT MAY CONTAIN BUGS AND SERIOUS BREACHES IN THE SECURITY
THAT MAY RESULT IN LOSS OF YOUR GAME ASSETS OR THEIR IMPLIED
VALUE.
5. ALL THE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSFERRED TO GAME SMART CONTRACTS
MAY BE LOST.
6. PRODUCT DEVELOPERS ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MONETARY
LOSS, PROFIT LOSS OR ANY OTHER LOSSES DUE TO USE OF DESCRIBED
PRODUCT.
7. THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FINAL. CHANGES COULD BE MADE BEFORE AND
AFTER THE RELEASE OF THE PRODUCT. NO PRIOR NOTICE MAY BHE GIVEN.
8. ALL TRANSACTION ON THE ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN ARE FINAL, NO
REFUND, COMPENSATION OR REIMBURSEMENT POSSIBLE.
9. YOU MAY LOOSE ALL THE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSFERRED TO THE
GAME SMART CONTRACTS.
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO
REVIEW THE PROJECT WEBSITE, TERMS & CONDITIONS PRIOR TO USING
THE PRODUCT.
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